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Lab 1 - Getting Started
In this lab, we will install all the required software, create a very simple Angular
application and use it from a browser. We won't get too deep into Angular at this point.

Part 1 - Install Angular CLI
Angular Command Line Interface (CLI) is an indispensable tool for Angular
development. It can create a project, generate artifacts like components and build your
project. We will now install Angular CLI.
__1. First, run these commands to make sure Node.js is installed correctly. Open a
command prompt window and enter:
node --version

E

npm --version

PL

Note: Node.js is only required in the development and build machines. We need it to
install required packages and for Angular CLI to work. You don't need Node.js in a
production machine.
__2. Run this command to install Angular CLI.

M

npm install -g @angular/cli@10

SA

Note, we used the global (-g) option to install the tool in a central location. This will let
us run ng (the CLI command) from anywhere.
We explicitly set the major version of the package to 10 since by the time you are doing
this exercise there may be a newer version available.
__3. You will be asked to share usage data, enter your preference.
__4. It should take a few minutes to install the tool. After installation finishes enter this
command to verify everything is OK.
ng --version

Verify that 10.x.x of Angular CLI is installed. For example:
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Part 2 - Create a Project
Angular needs a lot of boiler plate code even for the simplest of projects. Fortunately,
Angular CLI can generate most of this code for us.
__1. Create a folder 'C:\LabWork' on your machine. This is where you will develop
code for various labs.
__2. Open a new command prompt. Switch to the C:\LabWork folder.
cd C:\LabWork

__3. Enter this 2 commands to setup a user in git:
git config --global user.email "wasadmin@wasadmin.com"
git config --global user.name "wasadmin"

PL

ng new my-test-app --defaults

E

__4. Run this command to create a new project called hello.

Part 3 - Open Project in Editor

M

In this lab we will use Visual Studio Code. In real life you can use other editors like
Atom, Sublime and WebStorm.
__1. Launch VS Code.

SA

__2. From the menu select File > Open Folder.
__3. Select the C:\LabWork\my-test-app folder and open it.
__4. The project's directory structure should look like this at this point.
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Part 4 - The Anatomy of an Angular Project
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__1. In VS Code, click package.json to open it.
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The Angular framework is released as several separate Node.js packages. For example,
common, core, http, router etc. In addition, Angular depends on third party projects such
as rxjs and zone.js. The package.json file declares the packages we have dependency on.
Specifically, the dependencies property lists packages that we need at compile and
runtime. The devDependencies section lists packages that we need for certain
development tasks. You will see typescript listed there. We need this to be able to
compile our TS code into JS.
These packages are physically located inside the node_modules folder. This folder
should not be added to a version control system like git. Since anyone can easily run npm
install to install these packages.
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Next, we will look at the source code of the generated project. We have not covered much
of TypeScript or Angular yet, so do not worry too much about the details. There will be
plenty of more labs to learn the details.

__2. Open the root component class src/app/app.component.ts.
import { Component } from '@angular/core';
@Component({
selector: 'app-root',
templateUrl: './app.component.html',
styleUrls: ['./app.component.css']
})
export class AppComponent {
title = 'hello';
}

The import statement tells the compiler that the name "Component" is available from the
@angular/core module. Which means we can now start using the "Component" name for
its intended purpose, which may be anything from a class name to a variable name. In
this particular case "Component" is a decorator. By using the decorator with the
AppComponent class, we are saying that AppComponent is an Angular component.
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We are also adding a few meta data elements to the decorator. The selector property
declares the HTML tag for the component. The templateUrl property points to the
HTML template of the component.
What is a Component?
A component is a TypeScript class that is responsible for displaying data to the user and
collecting input from the user.
Every Angular application has one main component. This is displayed first to the user
when the application launches. Our AppComponent class here is such a main
component. We will soon see how we display it to the user by bootstrapping it.
__3. Briefly look at the app.component.html file. This is the template code of
AppComponent. We will revisit this file later.

E

__4. Next open the application module file src/app/app.module.ts.
import { BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser';
import { NgModule } from '@angular/core';

PL

import { AppComponent } from './app.component';

SA

M

@NgModule({
declarations: [
AppComponent
],
imports: [
BrowserModule
],
providers: [],
bootstrap: [AppComponent]
})
export class AppModule { }

An Angular module is a collection of components, services, directives etc. You can
loosely think of it like a Java JAR file or a C++ DLL. Every application must have a root
level module called application module. Our AppModule class is such an application
module.
Every component that is a member of a module must be listed in the declarations array.
The main component of the application must also be listed in the bootstrap array.
__5. Next open src/main.ts. This file is the entry point of your application. It bootstraps
or attaches the application module to the browser.
__6. Finally, open src/index.html.
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__7. Note how the root component is inserted there.
<body>
<app-root></app-root>
</body>

When the AppModule is bootstrapped the DOM tree generated by the template of
AppComponent will be inserted where <app-root></app-root> appears.
Notice that no JavaScript files are currently imported into the index.html. How does our
code get loaded into the browser? All such dependencies will be added into the
index.html file by the build process.

Part 5 - Run the Development Server.

builds the application in debug mode.

• Rapidly

PL

• It

E

In production all you need is a static web server like Apache and IIS to serve an Angular
application. But, during development you should access your Angular application site
using the Angular CLI provided web server. It has many benefits. Among which are:

rebuilds the application when you modify any file.

• Automatically

refresh the browser after build finishes.
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M

__1. In VS Code open a new terminal window by selecting Terminal > New Terminal
from the menu bar. This will open a terminal already switched the root folder of our
project C:\LabWork\my-test-app.
__2. Run this command to build the project and start the web server.
npm start

__3. If you are asked to share the information, enter your preference to continue.
This will compile the TypeScript files and start the development server.
Once this process is running, it will recompile TypeScript, rebundle the result and repost
the bundles to the browser every time file changes are saved.
__4. Try loading the application by entering the following URL into the address bar of
the Chrome browser.
http://localhost:4200/
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You should see the following:

__5. Leave the browser and the server running for the next section.
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__6. View the source code of the page. Notice that a bunch of <script> tags have been
added at the end of the <body></body> element. These scripts include your own
application code, Angular library code and anything else your application may depend on.

Part 6 - Change the Component Code

M

We will make a small change. You will see how the 'start' command will automatically
recompile the code.
__1. Open src/app/app.component.ts in an editor.

SA

__2. Replace the 'title' property with a 'name' property.
export class AppComponent {
name = 'Goofy Goober'
}

__3. Save changes.

__4. Open app.component.html.
__5. Delete the entire content of the file. Then enter this line:
<h1>I'm {{name}}</h1>

__6. Save the file.
The component has some state in the form of a property called 'name'. It is rendering the
value of this "name" variable in the HTML template using the {{name}} syntax.
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Back in the server command prompt, you should see messages about the code being
recompiled and bundles being rendered.
Note: The 'npm start' command executes the 'ng serve' command which invokes the
Angular build and deployment system. The system listens for file changes and makes
sure that any TypeScript files that are changed are recompiled to JavaScript and included
in one of the *.js bundles. These bundles are then made available through the
development server. This all happens automatically so that any changes you make to the
code will appear very quickly in the browser. If the code you added resulted in compile
errors you will see those in the command prompt.
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__7. Go to the browser window and verify that the changes you made to the app appear.
If everything went well you will see the following in your browser:

M

__8. Let's clean up. First, close out the server by entering Ctrl-C in the Terminal window
and press Y.
__9. Close out the browser tab where you were viewing the application.

SA

__10. Close any open files and command prompt windows.

Part 7 - Version Management

In these labs we will commit our changes to Git from time to time. This will help us
recover from any errors. In VS Code left side bar click the source control icon.
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__1. Enter a commit message like below.

In this lab we learned:

PL

Part 8 - Review

E

__2. Click the commit button (with a check mark) to commit changes. Click Yes when
you're asked to confirm.

How to create an Angular application

•

What are some of the key files in a project

•

How to build and serve the application in development mode

SA

•

M

•

How to commit changes to Git using VS Code.
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Lab 2 - Build a Single Page Application (SPA)
In this lab we will build a real life SPA.

Part 1 - Business Requirements
In this lab, we will create a book database management system that can be used in a
public library. Our application will let users add, edit and delete books.
The back-end web service exposes this interface.
URL Path

HTTP Method

Notes

GET

Returns an array of all books.

/books/ISBN

GET

Returns a specific book given its
ISBN. Example: /books/123-456

/books/ISBN

DELETE

Deletes a specific book given its
ISBN. Example: /books/123-456

/books/ISBN

PUT

Adds or updates a book.
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/books

SA

Our application will need to develop these pages.

Book List Page

Add Book Form
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Part 2 - Get Started
We will now create a new Angular application.
__1. Close any VS Code window if open.
__2. Open a command prompt window.
__3. Go to the C:\LabWork folder. Create the folder if it hasn't been created.
__4. Run this command to create a new project called rest-client.
ng new rest-client --routing --defaults

Part 3 - Import Additional Modules

E

__5. Open the C:\LabWork\rest-client folder in VS Code.

PL

We will make web service calls using the HttpClient Angular service. This is available
from the HttpClientModule. We need to import this module and a few others from our
application module.

M

__1. If you haven't already done so, open the C:\LabWork\rest-client folder in VS
Code.
__2. Open src\app\app.module.ts

SA

__3. Add these import statements.

import { HttpClientModule } from '@angular/common/http';
import { FormsModule } from '@angular/forms';

__4. Import the modules as shown in bold face below.
imports: [
BrowserModule,
AppRoutingModule,
HttpClientModule,
FormsModule
],

__5. Save changes.
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Part 4 - Create the Service
We will now create an Angular service where we will isolate all web service access code.
Generally speaking create the services before starting to work on components.
__1. In VS Code open a new terminal window.
__2. In the terminal run this command.
ng generate service data

This will create a service class called DataService in data.service.ts file.
__3. Open src\app\data.service.ts

E

__4. Add these import statements.

PL

import { HttpClient } from '@angular/common/http';
import { Observable } from 'rxjs';

__5. Add the Book class like this.

M

export class Book {
isbn: string
title: string
price: number
}

SA

__6. In the constructor of the DataService class inject the HttpClient service.
constructor(private http: HttpClient) { }

__7. Save changes.

__8. Add the 'getBooks' method to the DataService class as follows.
getBooks() : Observable<Book[]> {
return this.http.get<Book[]>("/books")
}

This means the method returns an Observable that delivers an array of Book objects.
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__9. Add the 'getBook' method.
getBook(isbn: string): Observable<Book> {
return this.http.get<Book>(`/books/${isbn}`)
}

__10. Add the deleteBook() method as follows.
deleteBook(isbn: string): Observable<any> {
return this.http.delete(`/books/${isbn}`)
}

Note: In this case we don't really care for the data type of the response from the server.
As a result the method returns an Observable<any>.

E

__11. Add the 'saveBook' method as follows. We will use this to both add and update a
book.

__12. Save changes.

PL

saveBook(book: Book): Observable<any> {
return this.http.put(`/books/${book.isbn}`, book)
}

M

Part 5 - Generate the Components

SA

__1. In the VS Code terminal, run these commands to create a component for each page
in our application.
ng g c book-list
ng g c add-book
ng g c edit-book

Part 6 - Setup the Route Table
__1. Open app-routing.module.ts
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__2. Import the component class names.
import { BookListComponent } from './book-list/book-list.component';
import { AddBookComponent } from './add-book/add-book.component';
import { EditBookComponent } from './edit-book/edit-book.component';

__3. Setup the route table as shown in bold face below.
const routes: Routes = [
{path: "", component: BookListComponent},
{path: "add-book", component: AddBookComponent},
{path: "edit-book/:isbn", component: EditBookComponent},
];

Note a few things:

2. Never start a path with a "/".

E

1. EditBookComponent receives the ISBN number of the book as a path parameter.

PL

3. BookListComponent has the default path (empty string).
__4. Save changes.

__6. Delete all lines.

SA

__7. Add this line.

M

__5. Open src/app/app.component.html

<router-outlet></router-outlet>

The routed components will be rendered there.
__8. Save changes.

Part 7 - Write the BookListComponent
__1. Open src/app/book-list/book-list.component.ts
__2. Add this import statement.
import { DataService, Book } from '../data.service'
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__3. Inject the service from the constructor.
constructor(private dataService: DataService)

{

}

__4. Add a member variable to the class that will store the list of books.
books:Book[] = []

__5. From the ngOnInit() method fetch the books as shown in bold face below.
ngOnInit() {
this.dataService.getBooks().subscribe(bookList => {
this.books = bookList
})
}

E

The dataService.getBooks() method returns an Observable<Book[]>. We must subscribe
to this Observable to get the data.

PL

__6. Save changes.

We will now work on the template of the component.
__7. Open book-list.component.html

M

__8. Set the contents of the file like this.
<h3>Book Library</h3>

SA

<div *ngIf="books.length > 0">
<div *ngFor="let book of books">
{{book.isbn}} - {{book.title}} <b>{{book.price}}</b>
</div>
</div>
<div *ngIf="books.length == 0">
There are no books in the library.
</div>

__9. Save changes.
Before we develop the other components we should do a test and make sure whatever we
have so far works. But we have to do a bit of administration work before we can do any
testing.
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Part 8 - Setup Reverse Proxy
The index.html file for our application is served by the Angular CLI web server. But the
backend web service will run on another server (port 3000). If our application tries to
directly call the web service, it will violate the same origin policy. This web service does
not supports CORS. We need to setup Angular CLI as a reverse proxy for the web service
calls. This way all HTTP requests from the browser will first go to the Angular CLI
server. If the request is for a web service (/books/*) the Angular CLI server will forward
it to the backend web service.
__1. Copy the file:
proxy.config.json
from: C:\LabFiles\rest-client\
to: C:\LabWork\rest-client\

E

__2. Edit the package.json file from C:\LabWork\rest-client\, replace the start line in
the scripts section with the following and save the file:

__3. Save changes.

M

Part 9 - Start the Servers

PL

"start": "ng serve --proxy-config proxy.config.json",

SA

__1. The backend web service is available in the C:\LabFiles\book-server directory. It is
written in Node.js. But in real life the backend web service can be written in anything. To
start it open a command prompt and navigate to the C:\LabFiles\book-server directory.
Then execute the following command:
npm start

__2. To start the Angular development server run this from the VS Code terminal:
npm start

__3. Test to make sure the REST server is working by opening a browser and entering the
following address:
http://localhost:3000/books/

You should see some JSON data show up in the browser.
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__4. Next test to make sure that the reverse proxy configuration for the REST server is
working by opening a browser and entering this address:
http://localhost:4200/books/

You should get the same results as before - some JSON data should show up in the
browser.

E

__5. Finally check to see that the Angular application is coming up by opening the
following URL in the browser:

PL

http://localhost:4200

SA

M

You should see the following in the browser:

Part 10 - Implement Book Removal
__1. Open src/app/book-list/book-list.component.ts
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__2. Add the deleteBook() method like this.
deleteBook(book: Book) {
if (!window.confirm('Are you sure you want to delete this item?')) {
return
}
this.dataService.deleteBook(book.isbn).subscribe(_ => {
//Delete local copy of the book
this.books = this.books.filter(b => b.isbn !== book.isbn)
})
}

__3. Save changes.
__4. Open book-list.component.html
__5. Add a DELETE button as shown in bold face.

__6. Save changes.

PL
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<div *ngFor="let book of books">
{{book.isbn}} - {{book.title}} <b>{{book.price}}</b>
<button (click)="deleteBook(book)">DELETE</button>
</div>

M

__7. Return to the browser. It should still display the same list of books.
__8. Click on the 'DELETE' button next to one of the entries in the list and then click on
the 'OK' button on the confirmation dialog to confirm you want to delete the item.

SA

__9. Refresh the page to make sure the book is removed from the list by the backend
service.
Only delete one book. It is best to avoid deleting the last book if possible.
Note: If while testing you no longer have any books in the list, you can always return to
the REST service command prompt and use 'CTRL-C' to stop running the REST Server.
Restart the server with 'npm run start' and the initial list of books will be restored.

Part 11 - Implement AddBookComponent
__1. Open src/app/add-book/add-book.component.ts
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__2. Add these import statements.
import { DataService, Book } from '../data.service'
import { Router } from '@angular/router'

__3. Inject the services from the constructor.
constructor(private dataService: DataService, private router: Router)
{ }

__4. Add a member variable to the class that will store user's input for a book.
book:Book = new Book

__5. Write in the addBook() method like this.

__6. Save changes.

M

We will now develop the form.

PL
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addBook() {
this.dataService.saveBook(this.book).subscribe(_ => {
//Go back to the home page
this.router.navigate(['/'])
})
}

__7. Open src/app/add-book/add-book.component.html

SA

__8. Develop the form like this.
<h3>Add a Book</h3>

<div>
<input type="text" [(ngModel)]="book.isbn" placeholder="ISBN">
</div>
<div>
<input type="text" [(ngModel)]="book.title" placeholder="Title">
</div>
<div>
<input type="number" [(ngModel)]="book.price" placeholder="Price">
</div>
<div>
<button (click)="addBook()">Save</button>
</div>

Note, here we are using two-way data binding to obtain user input.
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__9. Save changes.
We now have to add a button the BookListComonent to navigate to the
AddBookComponent.
__10. Open src/app/book-list/book-list.component.html
__11. Add a button to go to the add book form as shown in bold face below.
<h3>Book Library</h3>
<div>
<button [routerLink]="['/add-book']">Add a Book</button>
</div>

__12. Save changes.

E

__13. Return to the command prompt running the project and check that the files are
compiled without any errors.

PL

Part 12 - Test Changes

__1. Return to the browser and refresh the main URL of the application. It should still
display the same list of books.

M

http://localhost:4200/

__2. Click on the 'Add a Book' button.

SA

__3. Enter some data like this.

__4. Click the 'Save' button to submit the data.
__5. Verify that the book list page is shown again with the newly added book in the list.
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__6. Add a few books. Use the browser's network developer tool to verify that only Ajax
(XHR) requests are taking place. There should be no page reload (document load) in a
single page application.

Part 13 - Implement EditBookComponent

PL

__2. Add these import statements.

E

__1. Open src/app/edit-book/edit-book.component.ts

import { DataService, Book } from '../data.service'
import { ActivatedRoute, Router } from '@angular/router'

M

__3. Inject the services from the constructor.

SA

constructor(private dataService: DataService,
private activeRoute: ActivatedRoute,
private router: Router) { }

__4. Add a member variable to the class that will store information about the book we are
editing.
book:Book

This component will need to retrieve the ISBN number from the path parameter and then
fetch the book by calling into the backend web service. We will do that from the
ngOnInit() method.
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__5. Write the ngOnInit() method as shown in bold face below.
ngOnInit() {
this.activeRoute.paramMap.subscribe(params => {
let isbn = params.get('isbn')
this.dataService.getBook(isbn).subscribe(book => {
this.book = book
})
}

})

__6. Write in the updateBook() method like this.

E

updateBook() {
this.dataService.saveBook(this.book).subscribe(_ => {
//Go back to the home page
this.router.navigate(['/'])
})
}

We will now develop the form.

PL

__7. Save changes.

__8. Open src/app/edit-book/edit-book.component.html

M

__9. Develop the form like this.
<h3>Update the Book</h3>

SA

<div *ngIf="book != undefined">
<div>
<input type="text" [(ngModel)]="book.isbn" placeholder="ISBN"
disabled>
</div>
<div>
<input type="text" [(ngModel)]="book.title" placeholder="Title">
</div>
<div>
<input type="number" [(ngModel)]="book.price" placeholder="Price">
</div>
<div>
<button (click)="updateBook()">Save</button>
</div>
</div>

__10. Save changes.
Finally, we need to add a button for each book in the book list page to go to the edit page.
__11. Open src/app/book-list/book-list.component.html
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__12. Add the EDIT button below the DELETE button as shown in bold face.
<button (click)="deleteBook(book)">DELETE</button>
<button [routerLink]="['/edit-book', book.isbn]">EDIT</button>

Notice how we supply the ISBN path parameter in the link.
__13. Save changes.

Part 14 - Test

__2. Click the EDIT button.

PL
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__1. Back in the browser you should now see the EDIT button for each book.

SA

M

__3. Verify that the form is pre-populated with the book's data.

__4. Change the title and the price and click Save.
__5. Verify that the changes are reflected in the book list.

Part 15 - Clean up
__1. In the REST Server Application command prompt press 'CTRL-C' to stop the server.
__2. Hit Control+C to close the Angular dev server.
__3. Close all open text editors and browser windows.
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Part 16 - Review

SA

M
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In this lab you implemented a fairly realistic application that calls a back-end web service
and uses routing.
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